
 

Oklahoma's bad girl comes to Sexpo, Cape Town

Sexpo 2013 is lining up a sizzling selection of stars and shows to keep pulses racing and juices flowing in Cape Town this
March. Sexpo runs from 7 to 10 March, 2013, at the CTICC.

Sexpo promises an exclusive mix of erotic, entertaining and educational shows, workshops and exhibitions, and 2013 is
Sexpo's spiciest serving yet. On the menu is Bibi Jones, who is sure to have everyone salivating with her gorgeous girl-
next-door looks and naughty nature. This Oklahoma bad girl is an accomplished dancer who loves steaming up the screens
of Digital Playground's adult films as their newest contract star. She'll be handing out autographs and posing for pictures,
giving fans a tantalising taste of her considerable assets.

Other flavours to sample at the expo include steamy stage shows by Frogg productions. These lithe and sculpted dancers
are a tasty treat for men and women alike. If you prefer a more intimate setting, the all-male Pulse dancers will be making
magic happen in the Ladies' Lounge, while men can relax and enjoy the sights at Lolly's Lounge. Or, for those who like a bit
of rough, the BDSM lounge has all the leather, lace, studs and spikes needed to send a shiver up your spine.

Soap Girls, Locnville, Lonehill Estate and Mark Haze

Back on the main stage, Alain D Woolf will be keeping Sexpo-goers on their toes with his hypnotist act. One of the
highlights of Sexpo is the famous amateur strip, and with DJs Spinderella and Gareth Cliff hosting this double-d delightful
event on the Friday and Saturday nights respectively, this is not to be missed. The DJs will be joined by local live music
acts the Soap Girls, Locnville, Lonehill Estate and Mark Haze, to keep crowds in a fabulously festive mood. Durex will be
keeping the educational side of things covered, by hosting informative and intriguing workshops on various aspects of
sexual health and sexuality.

With something to please everyone from the connoisseur to the curious, Sexpo is the couple's playground; a sexy girl's
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night out; an eye-opening exploration of human sexuality-and a fabulously fresh, fun and playful way to spend a weekend.

Tickets are available at Computicket. For more information, go to www.sexpo.co.za.
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